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Agenda:
 Background
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Background ....
 BGP4 provides a very good platform to carry inter and
intra-domain various sorts of information. Today we
have:

Background ....
 Out of this list only a few SAFIs are related to Internet
routing:

 Another point to make is that different applications
may have different requirements (in term of scalability,
response time, importance for SP / end customers...)

Background ....
 This proposal is not about „BGP overload”Æ Authors
do not believe BGP is overloaded
 This proposal is about separation of various types of
information being carried by BGP today and tomorrow
from each other.
 The issue that such separation is required have been
stated in various applications which do recommend
physical hardware or instance separation. Example:

Background ....


Proposed separation can be used in multiple ways:
Æ To run independently on the same BGP platforms
Internet routing and non Internet routing. Achieves
protection from Internet to commercial services (example:
DDoS), as well as protection of Internet itself from any local
service related churn or impact.
Æ To run independently on the same BGP platforms
opaque applications which are only carried by BGP for
convenience (example: auto-discovery, namespace
separation, etc)
Æ To achieve session and instance full protection from
each other's failures or network attacks.
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Proposal ....
 This document proposes the creation of second BGP
instance to allow for clear separation between BGP
based applications on a per operator’s choice
 No impact to IGP ... No need to inject new peering
addresses ... by defining new TCP/SCTP port numbers
to be used by the second instance
 Ability to run the same application in both instances
for easy migrations
 No change to BGP protocol other then port number for
initial session establishment
 No new security concerns

Proposal ....
 The level of flexibility to tune each of those instances
depends on the implementation choice. Examples:
Æ Max CPU processing time
Æ Max memory capacity
Æ Different tunable sizing of BGP I/O queues
Æ Manual locking to preferred CPU core
Æ Per instance choice of IP precedence in messages
Æ Per instance tunable TCP parameters
 By de-multiplexing at different initial OPEN port the
same BGP peering addresses as well as BGP Identifier
can be shared by both instances. The choice is left for
the operator's local choice.

Proposal ....
 The clear and straightforward way for bounding
incoming TCP connections to corresponding BGP
deamons
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Discussion ....


Why only two instances ?
Æ Authors believe that at present time there is sufficient case made for two
instances. If someone can bring solid arguments for more instances
discussion is welcome.



How is this proposal compared with multisession -04 proposal ?
Æ draft-ietf-idr-bgp-multisession defines set of procedures for separation
of actual sessions within single connection. Version -04 adds ability to
initially OPEN a session on port 179 then close it with the hint of
establishing a new one on a new dynamically assigned arbitrary TCP port.
This document defines separation of BGP instances such sessions would
directly terminate at without any dependency between such instances.
Both documents could be complimentary (perhaps subject to be merged)
and it is expected that multisession could be used within each BGP
instance when required.
Running BGP on dynamic and unknown port numbers seems like quite
difficult troubleshooting wise. Non of the deployed sniffers would be able
to capture BGP protocol data streams.

Discussion ....
 Would such separation be possible by an
implementation ?
Æ An Implementation can offer a lot of separation
between particular SAFIs. This proposals brings two
main additional values:
1. Enables operators and not vendors to make an
actual choice of separation driven by their own set of
business and technical priorities
2. Defines a new port numbers for true full separation
and easy deployment

Thank you.

